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Newspapers censor Bono’s ‘fucking’ 
gaffe 
The FCC’s ‘broadcast indecency’ rules: Still, well, bullshit 

 

By HARVEY SILVERGLATE  |  March 12, 2008  

 

Why does our ostensibly “free” press insist on acting like prudes or cowards when reporting 

stories for which it’s vital that readers learn someone said “fuck” rather than an undefined 

“expletive”? Since the broadcast networks’ legal fight over crippling fines for on-air obscenities 

is back in the courts, it behooves the print medium to do its duty when actual four-letter 

beasties tell us more than polite but evasive circumlocution. It is time for the press to once 

again find its reportorial balls. 

 

When the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) petitioned the Supreme Court this past 

week to weigh in on whether it can levy substantial fines against television networks for so-

called fleeting expletives — spontaneously uttered obscenities on live television that a station’s 

censors fail to catch in time to suppress (think overexcited Cher dropping an f-bomb at the 2002 

Billboard Music Awards on Fox, or U2’s Bono dropping his on NBC’s 2003 Golden Globe Awards 

broadcast) — the print media had a peculiar way of covering the story. The Boston Globe ran a 

shortened version of a March 2 Los Angeles Times piece, and never bothered to mention the 

actual words that landed Fox and NBC in such trouble with the FCC. The fuller Times story, by its 

staff writers David G. Savage and Jim Puzzanghera, hinted at the actual language at the heart of 

this dispute, but stopped short of printing Bono’s exclamation, “that is really, really fucking 

brilliant”; nor did it reprint Cher’s “fuck ’em,” directed at her critics, opting to write “f - - -  ’em” 

instead. 

 

American newspapers enjoy the First Amendment’s formidable protections to the maximum. 

So why do they voluntarily avoid printing expletives, and slang words with sexual connotations, 

even in cases where the controversial language itself is central to the news story being 
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reported? Does the press really want to be seen as buying into the FCC’s bullshit that publishing 

these words is “indecent”? 

 

Publish or perish 

The American press is much freer than radio and television broadcast media. Under a dubious 

theory that the public (i.e., the government) owns the broadcast airwaves, the FCC can fine 

broadcast outlets up to $325,000 per violation per station if they broadcast “indecent” 

material. But newspapers are allowed to publish whatever they wish, subject to the obscenity 

laws that regulate speech at the extreme ends of the spectrum of offensiveness (examples of 

illegal obscenity include salacious photographs of excited sex organs or gratuitously titillating 

sexual acts, or words describing such acts, subject to geographic variations to account for local 

community standards). Newspapers are also subject to other narrow exceptions of free-press 

rights, including national security, defamation, and copyright. 

 

Of course, a newspaper can voluntarily self-censor further as a matter of taste or style. In fact, 

it is reasonable for editors to discourage columnists from going the way of radio shock jocks 

and dropping gratuitous and mindless slurs on hapless readers. But news articles are a different 

species from opinion columns, let alone shock radio. And even in some opinion columns, the 

actual words matter. 

 

Readers must be made aware that the FCC is levying severe fines on television networks that 

mistakenly broadcast the word “fuck,” or the like. It serves an important social purpose, and 

enriches citizens’ participation in a public debate about the legality — and, more 

fundamentally, the propriety — of using those words in public, and of punishing their use. 

 

That’s why newspapers’ reluctance to print offensive words is so bizarre. If readers cannot 

ascertain the content of the disputed speech, they cannot decide for themselves whether the 

speech should be punished. Editors might counter that, by printing “fuck,” they would multiply 

whatever alleged harm the original “fuck” caused — the harm that was the reason for 

punishment in the first place. Besides, they might add, even oblique references to “four-letter 

words” are enough to inform readers of the speech at issue, and thus give them the 

opportunity to decide whether or not such language should be verboten. 

 

The problem is that, by engaging in self-censorship, newspapers land squarely on one side of 

the debate: their reticence is a symbol to readers that those naughty words are not to be used 

or repeated in public. What’s worse, this self-censorship subtly insults readers by painting us as 
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shrinking violets. Surely, the average reader of the New York Times or the Globe has the 

maturity to stomach a news article containing a “fuck” or “shit” — language heard commonly in 

homes, on the street, in plays and movies, even in schools and, if one listens closely enough, in 

churches. 

 

It is a bit comical, not to mention demeaning to readers, to see the lengths newspapers will go 

to in order to avoid or suppress taboo words. Most amusing were the large number of book 

reviews praising Harvard Law professor Randall Kennedy’s 2002 work Nigger: The Strange 

Career of a Troublesome Word, while simultaneously refraining from publishing “the N word” 

itself. 

 

There is an analogy to the press’s self-censorship in the self-control exercised by cable 

television and satellite radio, neither of which falls within the FCC’s censorship powers, since 

neither uses the “publicly owned” airwaves on which the FCC’s broadcast-indecency powers 

hinge. Many cable-television and satellite-radio stations and networks engage in voluntary 

“bleeping,” even though they are free to broadcast as they wish. Some of this might be chalked 

up to a notion of self-imposed taste — but that’s actually a dubious proposition given the often 

tawdry or inane content of the programming. 

 

‘Fuck’ and Athol 

Maybe this trend toward silly content is inherent to the industry. Comcast SportsNet has run an 

ad poking fun at the town of Athol, Massachusetts — insert “asshole” joke here — which, 

according to a Globe report this past week, town officials claim is “even more offensive because 

the ad requires mispronouncing Athol to make its point.” The Globe, that great arbiter of public 

decency, declined to print the “asshole” connection, instead reporting that the ad “ridiculed 

[the town] by linking its name to a similarly sounding vulgarity.”  

 

When the actual words are vital for a full understanding of the story, self-censorship surely 

must be seen as being against the public interest and a dereliction of the duty of a free press.  

Interestingly, the courts have a history of being far less skittish than the press about the use of 

naughty words. In 1971, when the US Supreme Court reversed Paul Cohen’s “offensive 

conduct” conviction, for wearing a jacket in the Los Angeles County Courthouse emblazoned 

with the anti-war slogan “Fuck the Draft,” the justices did not hesitate to repeat in the opinion 

the message on Cohen’s jacket. After all, to have bleeped the message would have deprived the 

public, not to mention lawyers and other courts, of vital information as to the extent of free-

speech protection. 
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The FCC’s power to censor broadcast radio and television received the Supreme Court’s 

imprimatur back in 1978, when the Pacifica Foundation, operator of the nonprofit Pacifica 

Radio network, challenged the FCC’s penalty for its broadcast of the famous George Carlin 

“Filthy Words” satirical monologue. The Carlin routine deftly used seven “dirty words” in an 

effort, as the Supreme Court understood, “to satirize as harmless and essentially silly our 

attitudes toward those words.” Yet even in issuing its infamously censorious ruling, the high 

court attached Carlin’s entire routine, verbatim, as an appendix to its published opinion. In the 

same court opinion that banned supposedly offensive speech from the airwaves, one can read 

Carlin’s observations about some fellow in Washington who knew that his phone was tapped 

and would utter “Fuck Hoover” into the telephone receiver, or Carlin’s theory that 

“motherfucker” and “cocksucker” are compound words, each one perhaps only “50 percent 

dirty.” 

 

Likewise, when the modern reincarnation of the broadcast-indecency dispute arose over the 

“fleeting expletives” uttered by Bono and by Cher, the Court of Appeals that objected to the 

FCC’s censorious ways made a point to quote the loudmouth entertainers. We can be assured 

that, if the Supreme Court reviews the case, it, too, will state the precise language involved, 

because to do less is to leave readers of its opinions guessing as to the heart, and the details, of 

the government’s censorship practices and policies, and of the extent of the judiciary’s 

tolerance of those policies . Even if newspapers don’t always recognize it, most courts 

understand that free citizens are entitled to true, accurate, and meaningful information about 

the state of their liberties. 

 

It wasn’t always this way. Back when I was a young lawyer trying my first obscenity case, I 

defended a local “alternative newspaper,” the Avatar, published by a nonconformist communal 

group living in Roxbury. Police rounded up more than 80 street vendors and charged them with 

selling “obscene” materials to both adults and chi ldren. Five cases — those involving sales to 

minors (as it turns out, the children of police officers sent in order to entrap the vendors) — 

made it to the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, our highest state tribunal. In 1970, the 

SJC overturned the convictions, but gingerly described the language published in the paper as 

“the rediscovery of certain four-letter words old in Chaucer’s day and widely but covertly 

employed until recently.” It ruled that the publication did not reach the legal definition of 

obscenity, even for minors, but the public was left without guidance as to precisely what words 

were at issue. (For the record, and for the guidance of newspaper editors throughout 

Massachusetts, I will disclose here that the Avatar editors had devoted an entire centerfold to 

publishing four words in large type: FUCK, SHIT, CUNT, and PISS. These words do not constitute 
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obscenity for minors in Massachusetts, even though readers of the SJC’s opinion would never 

know it.) 

 

What makes the print media’s almost universal practice of avoiding expletives so mysterious is 

that, in so many other instances, it usually errs on the side of honoring the First Amendment, 

no matter whom it offends. After learning about the government’s warrantless wiretapping 

program, the New York Times and other major dailies were fairly adamant that the citizenry’s 

right to know trumped government-alleged national-security concerns. And, when it comes to 

the ever-delicate question of whether to identify an alleged rape victim in a news  story, 24 

percent of American newspaper editors believe in printing the names of accusers on the 

grounds that not doing so would violate the public’s right to know, according to a 2000 study by 

the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication. If education and 

transparency are so important in these circumstances, how can newspaper editors explain their 

skittishness in printing expletives? 

 

It is one thing for newspapers to indulge their notions of good taste when it’s not very 

important for the reader to have the sometimes-gory details. But any newspaper that 

voluntarily bleeps out vital information — something that the broadcast networks are fighting 

for the right not to have to do — betrays our First Amendment right to free speech and free 

press. As Lenny Bruce might have observed, it’s a fucking outrage. 

 

Harvey Silverglate is a civil-liberties and criminal-defense lawyer. Jan Wolfe and James Tierney 

assisted in the preparation of this piece. 
 

 
 


